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The key word here is PRACTICE! Starting your day with

healthy practices is a for sure way to cultivate positive lasting

change in both your internal and external worlds. 

 

The most important tip I can give you is to choose which one's

 work for you and PRACTICE them. We aren’t striving for

perfection here, rather we are focusing on practicing the

practice— if you catch my drift. Personally, if I practice three

out of the five I consider myself having WON the day! 

 

Over time, the practice will change from a practice to

becoming part of your life. Before you realize it you will

become the change that you experience from the practice.

WHAT WE PRACTICE GROWS STRONGER!  



I can’t think of a more transformative practice to integrate into
your morning routine than to practice meditation. I know
personally it’s been the most powerful catalyst to my own
healing and has brought me the deepest peace and joy along
the way. 
 
Ok...so one important message I want to relay to you before
you begin to practice is...

There is NO such thing as a bad meditator.

Just think of it. When you swung your first golf club or

attended your first yoga class or lifted your first weight, were

you a pro right off the rip…. No! You practiced and got better

over time. The same goes for meditation. It's a practice and

what you practice grows stronger.

MEDITATION



So let the thoughts arise and pass like clouds in the sky. The

most important thing to remember is to bring your attention

back to the present moment and continue to show up each

morning for your practice. 
 
Here is a guided meditation I created for you! Press play below

and enjoy the journey!

MORNING MEDITATION

https://youtu.be/F4bOGq8QpxI


MOVE YOUR BODY

Getting into your body is key. Not only to promote health and

well-being but it’s essential for healing. We don’t have to shoot

for the stars here! The goal is just to move your body. It’s really

that simple. 
 
Movement allows for positive change in your biochemistry to

generate more positive effects on your mood and mental state.

Please remember your practice will change over time!

I make time every morning to move my 

body even if it's only for a short 

walk down the street and back.

Other simple ways of moving your body and exercising to

promote healing  each morning are: yoga, tai chi, swimming,

resistance training, aerobic training, bike riding, walking,

stretching and many more… 
 
The most important thing is finding what works for you and

keep showing up for your practice!



CONSCIOUS BREATHING

Don’t underestimate the power of the breath. It just may

surprise you how much of an impact you can have on changing

your emotional state by conscious breathing. After all, the

yogis have been doing it for thousands of years. 
 
From relaxation to full liberation, the breath is a vehicle that

can shift your nervous system state to experience a multitude

of positive effects.

In fact, I healed myself one breath at a time.

The breath is the bridge from the unconscious to the

conscious. When we learn and remember to breath properly

we promote self-regulation and balance in our nervous system.

Allowing us to cultivate inner resilience and access the part of

our nervous system that promotes healing and well-being. 



One practice I recommend in the morning to promote a sense

of calmness and well-being is the 4-7-8 breath.
 
Start by sitting in a upright posture breathing in for the count

of four seconds—holding and suspending the breath for seven

seconds and letting the breath out really slowly for the count

of eight seconds. Repeat this cycle three to four times and

notice how you feel after the practice. Allow yourself to rest

for a moment after the practice to take-in the exerpience. You

got this! 



SUPPLEMENTS &
NUTRITION

Let me just cut to the chase and say we live in a world that is

over populated and polluted by fossil fuels and entities like big

business that are poisoning our food with chemicals. All these

toxins have to go somewhere and where do they end up…?  In

our body! Causing negative effects on our health and in

particular our gut.

“All disease begins in the gut” - Hippocrates

 Hippocrates was  definitely on to something when he made
this quote over 2500 years ago. 
 
As science is showing, there is a direct link between our gut
and brain called the Gut/Brain Axis. Also, research is showing
us that over 90% of our neurotransmitters—the very
chemicals that effect our mood are made in our gut, not in our
brain!
 
It’s vital that we continue to support our digestion and our
body's natural ability to detoxify for optimal physical and
mental health.



Omega 3 fatty acids : Support the brain & nervous system

amongst many other very important processes in the body.

Probiotics: The research shows that supporting the healthy

colonization of our gut directly affects our mood and

mental state.

Glutathione: Glutathione is the body's most powerful

antioxidant! This is a must if you want to rid your body of

unwanted built up toxins and feel your best.

Vitamin D3: Vitamin D acts on thousands of different

genes to support daily function, and it helps your body

absorb calcium — the mineral that helps build strong bones.

As well some studies show that vitamin D can help With

SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder) which is common

amongst people in the recovery community.

Magnesium: Magnesium is a vital mineral that participates

in more than 300 biochemical reactions in the body. This

includes neurotransmitters, enzymes, and hormonal

activity, all of which can have a huge effect on our mood

and brain & nervous system function.

 

To keep things simple, here are my top 5 supplements to keep

you healthy and feeling your best!
 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



JOURNALING

Practicing gratitude first thing in the morning is like setting the

GPS of the heart. Inclining the heart to be grateful has direct

implications on how we view and relate to the word around us.

Simply opening and expressing an appreciation for the simple

things in life allows us to touch and enjoy the wonders that are

already here in the present moment.

“Thank you” is the best prayer that anyone
could say. I say that one a lot. Thank you

expresses extreme gratitude, humility, and
understanding.” -Alice Walker

I’ve personally found that saying “Thank you” to whatever is

present can immediately shift my internal energy. After all

everything is here to teach us and we’re unlikely to learn the

teaching if we are resisting what is arising.



Another writing practice that can help you really process and

clear what’s on your mind is to do the writing exercise called

“Morning Pages” by Julia Cameron. 
 
It’s a wonderful way to help you become “unstuck” in the

context of making what’s on your subconscious — conscious so

that you can create momentum and move through any blocks

with greater ease. 
 
 The premise of morning pages is to freely write whatever

crosses your consciouness. In other words whatever is on your

mind. To literally just let your thoughts flow from your mind to

the paper without any filtering at all. Doing so allows for a

clearer mind and greater awarness thoughout your day.

 

Start with writing one page each morning and make room for

your practice to grow from there. You can do it! 
 

 

 

https://juliacameronlive.com/basic-tools/morning-pages/


For over the past fifteen years Mike has been on the path of
recovery and healing. Mike has had to conquer some of life’s

greatest challenges including childhood trauma, addiction and
chronic illness. 

 
His determination to seek wholeness has led him on a journey
to experience “Healing Beyond Recovery.” Mike believes we

all have the innate ability to heal and it's what we are all
seeking. 

 
His new profound sense of wholeness has sparked an internal

flame within himself to be of service and help others in
recovery to experience the same. 

 
Mike has a thriving  private practice as an Integrative Holistic

Recovery Coach where he works with clients who are in
recovery to support them in their process to experience

deeper healing and transformation. To find out more about
Mike and his work, visit www.mikegovoni.com or follow him on

social media.

Mike Govoni
Integrative Holistic Recovery Coach

@mikegovoni @mikegovoni23


